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Industry is the sector of 
the economy concerned 
with the production of 
goods and services. 
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Industry has 4 sectors...

Primary Secondary

Tertiary Quaternary
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The primary sector of 
industry is also called 
extraction. It generally 
involves changing natural 
resources into primary 
products. Most products 
from this sector are 
considered raw materials 
for other industries.

Major businesses in this sector include 
agriculture, fishing, forestry and all 
mining and quarrying industries

Primary industry is a larger sector in developing countries; for 
instance, animal husbandry is more common in Africa than in Japan. 

PRIMARY  INDUSTRIES
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The secondary sector (manufacturing) 
produces finished, usable products. This sector 
of industry generally takes the output of the 
primary sector and manufactures finished 
goods or where they are suitable for use by 
other businesses, for export, or sale to 
domestic consumers.  

* Aerospace manufacturing
* Automobile manufacturing
* Brewing industry
* Chemical industry
* Clothing industry
* Electronics
* Engineering
* Energy industries
* Metalworking
* Steel production
* Software engineering
* Telecommunications 

Industry
* Tobacco industry

This sector is often divided into light industry and heavy 
industry.

SECONDARY  INDUSTRIES
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The tertiary sector of industry is 
also known as the service sector 
or the service industry.
It involves the provision of services to 
businesses as well as final consumers. 
Services may involve the transport, 
distribution and sale of goods from 
producer to a consumer, or may involve 
the provision of a service, such as in pest 
control or entertainment.
ÝNews  media
ÝLeisure  industry/hotels
ÝConsulting
ÝHealthcare/hospitals
ÝWaste  disposal
ÝEstate  agents
ÝBusiness  services  
ÝRestaurants
ÝLocal  government  services
ÝCentral  government  services
ÝEducation
ÝLaw  and  order

Goods may be transformed in 
the process of providing a 
service, as happens in the 
restaurant industry or in 
equipment repair. However, the 
focus is on people interacting 
with people and serving the 
customer rather than 
transforming physical goods

TERTIARY  INDUSTRY
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Industrial research looks for new ways to cut costs, find new 
markets, produce new ideas, new production methods and 
methods of manufacture.  

The quaternary sector.
They include services 
like information 
generation and sharing, 
information technology, 
consultation, education, 
research and 
development, finance, 
media, culture and 
government.
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The 4 Sectors of Industry are interrelated.  An individual 
industry will often use more than one sector in order to 

produce products.

On the next slide we will see an example of how the four 
sectors relate together in the production of cotton 

clothes, part of the fashion industry. 
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PRIMARY
Cotton is grown and picked 

on a cotton farm

COTTON IN THE FASHION 
INDUSTRY...
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PRIMARY

SECONDARY
Cotton is grown and picked 

on a cotton farm

Cotton is processed to cloth, 
which is, in turn, sewn in to 

clothing. 

COTTON IN THE FASHION 
INDUSTRY...
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PRIMARY

SECONDARY TERTIARY
Cotton is grown and picked 

on a cotton farm

Cotton is processed to cloth, 
which is, in turn, sewn in to 

clothing. 

Cotton clothes (eg jeans, 
shirts etc) are sold in high 

street shops. 

COTTON IN THE FASHION 
INDUSTRY...
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PRIMARY

SECONDARY TERTIARY

QUATERNARY: Research is carried out in to new ways of processing or growing 

cotton. e.g. organic cotton.

Cotton is grown and picked 
on a cotton farm

Cotton is processed to cloth, 
which is, in turn, sewn in to 

clothing. 

Cotton clothes (eg jeans, 
shirts etc) are sold in high 

street shops. 

COTTON IN THE FASHION 
INDUSTRY...
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The entire fashion industry involves a great number of 
different products and services, all of which can be classified 

according to industrial sector...

Models and fashion shows: tertiary.
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The entire fashion industry involves a great number of 
different products and services, all of which can be classified 

according to industrial sector...

Models and fashion shows: tertiary.

Leather manufacture in a tannery: 
secondary
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The entire fashion industry involves a great number of 
different products and services, all of which can be classified 

according to industrial sector...

Models and fashion shows: tertiary.

Leather manufacture in a tannery: 
secondary

A shoe factory in hanoi: secondary
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The entire fashion industry involves a great number of 
different products and services, all of which can be classified 

according to industrial sector...

Models and fashion shows: tertiary.

Leather manufacture in a tannery: 
secondary

A shoe factory in hanoi: secondary

Sheep farming and 
sheering for wool 

production: 
primary
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The entire fashion industry involves a great number of 
different products and services, all of which can be classified 

according to industrial sector...

Models and fashion shows: tertiary.

Leather manufacture in a tannery: 
secondary

A shoe factory in hanoi: secondary

Sheep farming and 
sheering for wool 

production: 
primary

Cosmetics research: quaternary
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So which are these do you think?
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What is happening in a country now?
• One of the common ways to show this is 

by a pie chart.
• We only graph the primary, secondary and 

tertiary sectors because quaternary are 
insignificant in many countries.

Do  you  see  any  
patterns?

Don’t  worry  if  you  don’t  we  
will  look  at  this  again  next  
week  in  more  detail



INDUSTRIAL SECTORS AND 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

• As a country becomes more economically 
developed the percentage of its population 
employed in the primary industries 
decreases while the percentage employed 
in tertiary industries increases.

• The percentage employed in secondary 
industries increases at first but then 
decreases (as tertiary sector continues to 
grow).
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How employment in industrial sectors changes with 
time as a country becomes more economically 

developed.
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Industrial sectors and economic 
development

• Some MEDCS in Europe developed 
manufacturing industries in the period 
from 1750-1900- in what was known as the 
Industrial Revolution. This was when 
urbanisation took place in these countries.

• Today many newly Industrialising countries 
(NICs) have entered the second phase of 
this changing pattern.
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Industrial systems
• Because industry nearly always involves the making or creation of 

something, it is often looked at as a system. The three main parts of 
the system are:

• Inputs: The things that are needed to make or create a product. 
These maybe physical or human e.g. labour (workers), money or raw 
materials.
Processes: The events or activities that take place to make a 
product e.g. watering crops or assembling a car.

• Outputs:
Products: These are the most obvious industrial outputs. They are the 

commodities that are sold on the market to make a profit and raise 
capital for re-investment.

Waste: Waste materials are produced by many manufacuring processes. 
In some cases, they may be sources of air or water pollution. 
Disposal of the waste can be costly or even dangerous. E.g. In the 
nuclear industry.
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Industrial Systems
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Industrial Systems 
Three words often associated with inputs are:
labour: This basically another name for workers. Labour can sometimes 

be divided into manual and non-manual, skilled and unskilled and 
professional. 
The overall size of the labour force is important to many industries-
where there can be literally thousands of employees. However 
particular types of skill and flexibility may be more important to 
some industries.

Capital: In business it is anything connected with wealth or money. 
This might be money in terms of cash, property, goods or even 
people.

It is the start up cost of an industry which can come from other 
businesses, banks or governments.
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Industrial Systems
• Raw materials: These are the commodities that will be changed into 

the finished products. Heavy industries such as iron and steel 
require raw materials that are bulky and relatively expensive to 
transport. Light industries such as electronics, use materials that 
are small in volume but of very high value, so transport costs are 
less important in these industries.

• Water supply: This may be important to certain specialist 
manufacturing industries such as paper or chemicals. The water may 
be required in high quantities in a very pure form.

• Site: This is an important factor for large scale manufacturing, such 
as motor vehicles oil refining or chemical manufacture. The large 
size of the factory or plant means that very large areas of flat land 
are needed.

• Energy: For many industries, a link to the electricity grid is 
sufficient. For a few manufacturing industries (e.g. Aluminium 
smelting), there are greater requirements. 27



Location of Industry
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Location of Industry
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Factors affecting industrial locations

Physical factors

Flat land It is a lot easier to build on flat land than hilly land so most industries look for 
flat sites.

Available land If industries are successful they will want to expand, so most industries will 
look for sites that have the potential to expand factories/offices.

Unpolluted land 
(Greenfield sites)

Most industries would prefer to build on Greenfield sites. This is because there 
are no clean up costs before building.

Natural transport 
links

In an increasingly globalised world, products are now sold worldwide. Therefore 
it is important to be close to natural transport routes e.g. rivers and the coast.

Available raw 
materials

For any industries that use raw materials (especially weight loss industries), it 
is very important to be close to them.

Renewable energy 
sources

It is becoming increasingly important for companies to demonstrate their 
sustainability. Therefore it will become increasingly important to have access to 
renewable energy sources (wind and sun).

Water supply For many industries, especially manufacturing, it is very important to be near a 
reliable water supply (river or reservoir).

Climate For some industries a good climate can be very important. For example you 
would not locate a solar panel research and development company in a place 
where the sun never shines. 30



Factors affecting industrial locations
Human and economic factors

Skilled Labour In some industries especially quaternary it is important that 
there is an availability of skilled labour.

Cheap 
Labour:

In other industries like clothes production an availability of 
cheap labour is very important. This why many clothes 
factories locate in LEDCs.

Available 
Capital:

For industries to build factories or offices, research and 
develop new products or enter new markets, they need access 
to money.

Market: For any industry to survive, they need customers. Therefore 
it is very important to locate near their potential market.

Transport 
Links

It is important to be close to good roads and rail links so that 
industries can receive supplies and distribute products.

Good Housing: To attract any workers it is important to have suitable 
housing nearby. For quaternary industries this might be good 
quality housing for secondary industries this might be high 
density cheaper housing.
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Factors affecting industrial locations
Good Schools and 
Hospitals

Again to attract workers and especially their families, it is 
important to have good nearby schools and hospitals

Good 
Communications

It is now very important for industries to have good 
communications so that they can contact suppliers and 
customers.

Reliable Electricity 
and Water Supply:

For all industries a constant electricity supply is essential 
because industries can't afford breaks in production.

Political Influence Governments can directly influence the location of 
industries by providing financial incentives to companies to 
locate in particular areas. The tax systems of countries are 
also an important factor in the decisions taken by 
multinational companies.

Nearby Universities For quaternary industries that carry out a lot research and 
development they need to be located near universities that 
have skilled workers and available laboratories.

Quality of life A highly skilled professional workforce will favour areas with 
good housing and leisure facilities. 32



CLASSWORK ACTIVITIES 
• Complete the following questions on slide 

No 34.
• Questions are adapted from 
Oxford Complete Geography for 
Cambridge  IGCSE & O level book. 2nd

Edition 
By David Kelly & Muriel Fretwell.

Extracts of figures, tables, notes and 
photographs are provided for you taken 
from this book to answer questions. 33



Attempt QUESTION 1 a, b and c below.

34



Answers
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Transnational (multinational) 
corporations

• Transnational corporation are large companies that 
operate (as producers or sellers) in many countries or 
continents.

• They are willing to change the suppliers of their raw 
materials and components- to wherever conditions for 
production or sales are most favourable. This is part of 
GLOBALISATION.

• These companies control an increasing proportion of the 
global economy.

• The world’s top ten companies (as measured by their 
sales) each have annual sales that are greater than the 
GDP of many entire countries.
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Top ten transnational corporations

37

Research:  Find  how  this  list  has  changed  in  the  year  
2018/2019  or  most  recent  data  available.

Table  adapted  from  Oxford  Complete  Geography  IGCSE  &  O  level  book.  2nd Editon David  Kelly  and  
Muriel  Fretwell



Transnational corporations
• Transnational corporations have a strong 

influence on LEDCs, where they often 
locate activities like production.

• There has been some criticism of this, but 
the presence of transnational corporations 
in LEDCs can lead to both advantages and 
disadvantages for those countries.

Can you think of any of these??
38



Advantages of transnational 
corporations to LEDCs

• Provides jobs for local people.
• Provides a guaranteed income for people.
• Improves peoples skills.
• Brings foreign currency, which helps the country to 

develop.
• Increases employment also increases the demand for 

consumer goods in LEDCs and help other industries to 
develop there.

• It can lead to the development of local raw materials, 
such a mining minerals or growing crops.

• It often leads to the development of infrastructure 
projects, such as dams, airports, schools and hospitals.
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Disadvantages of transnational 
corporations to LEDCs

• Most profits go abroad and are not re invested in the 
country.

• The numbers of local people employed can be small.
• The Corporation may suddenly decide to leave the LEDC, 

if conditions inside or outside the country change. This 
decision is made outside the LEDC.

• Raw materials such as minerals are often exported and 
not processed in the LEDC.

• Levels of pay are lower that elsewhere in the world.
• The operations of the company may cause environmental 

damage.
40



Transnational Corporations
• H/ W Research:
• Find out what the top 10 Transnational 

corporations are in 2018 or latest available 
year of data.
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The Informal Sector
• In LEDCs many people rely on the informal 

sector for their livelihoods.
• This sector includes street sellers, shoe 

cleaners and small workshops such as 
hairdressers, shoe repairers or 
dressmakers.

• The people are self employed and the 
activities are usually on a small scale.
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BUT WHAT IS THE INFORMAL 
SECTOR

• The informal sector refers to those 
workers who are self employed, or who 
work for those who are self employed. 
People who earn a living through self 
employment in most cases are not on 
payrolls, and thus are not taxed. Many 
informal workers do their businesses in 
unprotected and unsecured places.
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Advantages of Informal sector for 
the people or the country.

• The informal sector employs and supports a large 
number of people with no alternative 
employment.

• Little capital is needed, so its fairly easy to 
start a business.

• Often cheap or recycled raw materials are used.
• Informal jobs develop skills that could lead to 

better employment in the future.
• Any profits will be used locally and will stimulate 

other local activities.
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Disadvantages of Informal sector 
for the people or the country

• Often the activity is illegal
• No taxes will be raised for the country.
• The standard of technology and goods is 

low.
• The income generated is uncertain and 

irregular.
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High Technology Industry

Inputs
• Capital: Large amounts of money are required in this 

Industry as best brains are needed to do research and 
development work.

• Top level University educated employees like this demand 
high salaries.

• The headquarters and research and development units 
tend to be concentrated in MEDCs, where they can 
afford the expense of the highly educated top level 
engineers and scientists.

46

An industry using  or  involving advanced methods  and  the  
most modern equipment.



High technology Industries
• Most of these companies are based in the USA, Japan and Western 

Europe.
• Branches are usually located in LEDCs to assemble or manufacture 

their products.
• This is because land in LEDCs cost less than in MEDCs and labour 

there is also available and cheaper.
• Usually there is no shortage of financial backing as investors can 

make a good profit if the company creates a successful new product.
• Many governments also provide financial support.
• The Government of some NICS have encouraged high-tech 

industries to develop there e.g. Samsung in South Korea and Acer in 
Taiwan.
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High technology Industries
• Raw materials.
• The silicon or silicon chips and electricity inputs needed are not 

expensive to transport so the industry is not tied to a location near 
the silicon. It is described as ‘footloose’.

• Labour
• Labour is the most important locational factor for high tech 

industries. 
• The industry needs large numbers of highly skilled and well qualified 

workers therefore tend to locate in or near cities and towns with 
univesities, engineering colleages and technological  research 
institutes.

• Frequently loated in the suburbs as their workers prefer to live 
there.

• Some high tech industries even locate in pleasant rural areas or 
‘greenfield sites’.
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High technology Industries
• To attract the necessary qualified workers companies need to locate 

where the climate is pleasant and the scenery attractive.
• Where there are good housing and shopping opportunities as well as 

cultural facilities and entertainment.
• Land
• High tech industries usually locate themselves on science parks or 

technology development parks that have been developed by the 
governments and local authorities to promote the growth of the 
industry.

• These parks need large areas of flat land.

• Market:
• These industries need not be near market as their products are 

exported worldwide.
• However in NICs a very large population encourages governments to 

finance new local high-tech firms. 49



High tech industries
• Transport
• Rapid transport is important both for management and for products 

which need to beat its competitors to markets.
• Most companies locate near international airports, express ways or 

railways.

• Political Influence
• Government influence is important in funding the science parks, 

providing the necessary infrastructure for economic growth and 
attracting investors by tax incentives.

• It is in the governments interest to encourage the development of 
high tech industries, particularly those connected with aerospace 
and weapons.
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• Complete activities on slide No 52 to 61. 
Questions are adapted from 
Oxford Complete Geography for 
Cambridge  IGCSE & O level book. 2nd

Edition 
By David Kelly & Muriel Fretwell.

Extracts of figures, tables, notes and 
photographs are provided for you taken 
from this book to answer questions. 51

High tech Industries
Activities



High tech Industries
Activities

• Global distribution of high tech Industries
• Study Fig. 10.13 below and attempt questions 7 a and b.
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Answers
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High technology Industry
• Case study in the USA

• Read through the following notes on 
Sillicon Valley (from Complete IGCSE 
book) and answer questions 8 a b and c 
that follows.
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High technology Industry
• case study: an industrial zone or factory
• case study: International Industrial Business Zone, Bangalore

Located in the SE of India, and is known as the ‘Silicon Valley’ of 
India

• has a wet season monsoon with a tropical savannah climate
• generally flat land, especially at West at the Mysore Plateau
• temperature between 36 and 16 degrees, and is 900m above sea 

level
• population of 9.6 million - x4 in only 30 years
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Case study
How factors have influenced:

Location
•it is close to the airport 51km
•only 1km from the Goods Loading Terminal train station
•the International Tech. Park is on the rural-urban fringe
•4500ft is an optimum climate for scientific exploration, said by Sir Ramsay

•Sarjapur Outer Ring Road surrounds the city centre in a circle, only 8.7km away
• •very flat land - the city is surrounded by mountains West and North
• •heliport is close by - OSS Whitefield is 2.5km away
• •there are about 50 dedicated IT universities, e.g Indian Institute of Science 

and Bangalore University, and 21 engineering colleges
•500 ICT companies e.g Siemens
•dust-free environment made it ideal for government to set up companies
•located as their is a high number of skilled ICT staff, with 80 million speaking 
English
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Case study
How factors have influenced

•scale of production
•very flat land - the city is surrounded by mountains West and North
•received large-scale foreign investment in high technology when Texas 
Instruments chose the city
•land allows room for expansion, with 25 companies close around the 

International Industrial Business Zone
•located as their is a high number of skilled ICT staff, with 80 million 

speaking English
•International Tech. Park was assisted by Singapore
•cheaper labour means quick expansion was enabled from foreign 

outsourcing companies.
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Case study
• How factors have influenced: 

methods of organisation
•highly innovative, and is capital intensive
•the high tech manufacturing e.g Hewlett Packard is 
more capital intensive

•the service sector here would be more labour 
intensive - scientific research and development led e.g
Biocon, Infosys. Some are startups but many are TNCs
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Case study
• •range of products manufactured
• •close to transport links means that companies can 

easily send out employees
• •previous heavy industries are still here - Toyota has a 

plant and Volvo has its trucks
• •aerospace industries are here as well, such as Boeing 

and Airbus with research for the Indian Air Force
• •many IT companies have offices here e.g Hewlett and 

Packard and Oracle
• •Huawei has offices, creating software

• •consultancy services are available e.g from Tata
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Case study
• •benefits of the growth of Bangalore’s industry
• •increasing employment rate 10% annually in these 

technological centres as India is attractive due to its cheap labour 
and tax breaks

• •more jobs are being created due to outsourcing, improving 
wealth (13.6% increase yearly)

• •20% rental value increase in the first quarter of 2013, 
contributing to 34% of the GDP

• •changed its skyline, with new skyscrapers e.g UB Tower 
120m, attracting westerners

• •led to an increase demand in apartments, in Whitefield and 
Electronic City

•
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Case study
• negatives of the growth of Bangalore’s industry
• •draws many from the countryside to the city - 60% 

population increase in the last decade
• •20% rental value increase in the first quarter of 2013, 

forcing some to live in slums
• •the ‘Dalits’ (untouchables), are still discriminated against
• •5 million vehicles block roads and cause traffic jams due to 

its poorly laid out roads
• •large garbage problem - generates 3000 tonnes of solid 

waste but only 1/3 is composted
• •clean sanitation water isn't still completely in place as 43% 

live in multidimensional poverty
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